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accounting practices, role in
ethnomethodological studies 4
adjacency pairs (paired actions) 27–8
question–answer pair 35–7
auctions
approaches to the study of economic
action 120–2, 137–9
auctioneer’s system of ordering bids
122–6
authenticity of bids 127–31
commission bids 128–31
economic action as social interaction
121–2
establishing and preserving runs
125–6, 131–6
establishing only two bidders at any
one time 125–6
incremental structure for bids 123–5
institutional forms of market
activities 136–9
interactional organisation 136–9
pace and rhythm of bidding 126
revealing the source and integrity of
bids 127–31
social and organisational issues 119–20
audio and/or video records, see recorded
materials
Barbiegate, see school board meeting
body movements, signiﬁcance in
interactions 39–41
bureaucratic conduct,
ethnomethodological study 19–21
call centres, asymmetries in interactions
37–9
Chair of a meeting
dilemmas associated with the role
58, 61–2
role 33–4

classroom interactions
role of feedback 34–5
turn-taking 34–5
communities of practice
analysis of a dental community of
practice 220–1
approaches to study
218–19
centripetal trajectories 218
concept 218–19
critical contributions of peripheral
participants 236–40
ethnomethodological
approach 219
learning by observation and
modelling 221–5
overlapping communities of practice
237–8
participation and peripherality
236–40
peripheral trajectories 237–40
professional vision in apprenticeship
training 221–5
real-time organisation of action and
interaction 220–1
comparative method of conversation
analysis 32–3
context, relevance to sequential
interactions 28–30
conversation analysis (CA)
approach to storytelling in
organisations 97–100
comparative method 32–3
organisational discourse
approach 9–10
perspective on organisational
events 49–50
see also ethnomethodology
and conversation analysis
(EM/CA)
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dental community of practice
analysis 220–1
apprenticeship of UK dental
students 220
approaches to the study of
communities of practice 218–19
centripetal trajectories 218
concept of communities of practice
218–19
critical contributions of peripheral
participants 236–40
ethnomethodological approach 219
interaction between demonstrators
and dental students 221–5
learning by observation and
modelling 221–5
managing uncertainties in front of the
patient 229–32
overlapping communities of practice
237–8
participation and peripherality 236–40
patient orientation to the training
situation 225–9, 232–6
patient’s critical role in community
practices 236–40
patient’s peripheral role in the
community of practice 225–9
peripheral trajectories 237–40
presence of the patient during
assessment and diagnosis 229–32
professional vision in apprenticeship
training 221–5
real-time organisation of action and
interaction 220–1
training and supervision of UK dental
students 220
discursive psychology, perspective on
organisational events 49–50, 52–3
document processing, see standard forms
Durkheim, Émile 14
economic actions, see auctions
embodied properties of work and
organisation 39–41
ethnography 6
ethnomethodological approach
avoidance of imposition of analytic
categorisation 16
focus on mundane or routine
activities 15

Index
guiding assumptions 13–16
practices and procedures that achieve
order 13–15
relevance of each party’s conduct
embodied in the other 16
study policies 13–16
ethnomethodological studies
organisation in the details of ordinary
activities 11–13
relevant themes within organisation
studies 16–23
role of accounting practices 4
subject matter 4
ethnomethodological themes
16–23
ordering of identity at work 21–3
rules 19–21
skill, knowledge and images of work
17–19
standardised forms and
procedures 21
subjects of work 21–3
working with bureaucracy 19–21
ethnomethodology
analysis of recorded materials 5–6
criticisms from management and
organisation studies 8
distinctive features 23
intersections with organisational
studies 7–11
potential contribution to organisation
studies 6–7
references from new institutionalism
8–9
references from organisational
sensemaking 9
references in organisation and
management studies 7–10
ethnomethodology and conversation
analysis (EM/CA)
distinctive approaches to the study of
work 4–5
and the ‘practice turn’ in organisation
studies 10–11
relationship to management and
organisation studies 4–5
feedback, turn-taking in the classroom
34–5
form-ﬁlling, see standard forms
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Index
Garﬁnkel, Harold 5–6
guiding assumptions of
ethnomethodology 13–16
production of social order 25
references in organisation studies 7–10
Goleman, Daniel 96–7
see also storytelling in organisations
identity, ordering of at work 21–3
institutional settings, asymmetries in
interactions 33, 37–9
Institutional Talk Programme 32–3
instructional triad, turn-taking 34–5
interaction
interplay with practice 92–5
reﬂexivity with the setting 75–7
interactional asymmetries, institutional
settings 33, 37–9
interactional dimensions of storytelling
116–18
interview orthodoxy
participant orientation to 75–7, 87–9
as a resource for practice 87–9
interviews, see recruitment interview
study
Jeffersonian transcription 42–4, 50, 56
job interviews, see recruitment interview
study
knowledge and skills at work 17–19
laughter and authority 60–1
lexical choice, institutional interactions 33
management studies
references to ethnomethodology 7–10
relationship to EM/CA 4–5
market activities, see auctions
meetings, see school board meeting
methodologies
comparative analysis of interactions
32–3
distinctive approaches of
ethnomethodology 44–5
sequential analysis of interactional
details 25–32
transcription of recorded data 41–4
use of recorded data 24–32
use of video data 39–41

new institutionalism, references to
ethnomethodology 8–9
organisation in the details of ordinary
activities 11–13
organisation studies
criticisms of ethnomethodology 8
descriptive approach to work
activities 3–4
intersections with ethnomethodology
7–11
nature of records of work activity 3
potential contribution from
ethnomethodology 6–7
references to ethnomethodology 7–10
relationship to EM/CA 4–5
relevant themes for
ethnomethodological studies 16–23
organisational details, use of transcripts
to recover 41–4
organisational discourse
focus of empirical studies 9–10
references to EM/CA 9–10
organisational interaction
comparative method of analysis 32–3
institutional character of talk 32–9
interactional/institutional
asymmetries 33, 37–9
lexical choice 33
sequential organisation 33, 35–7
structural organisation 32
turn design 33
turn-taking organisation 32, 33–5
organisational sensemaking, references
to ethnomethodology 9
paired action, see adjacency pairs
plans, relation to actions 51–2
practice, interplay with interaction 92–5
‘practice turn’ in organisation studies
intersections with EM/CA 10–11
links with ethnomethodology 74–5
professional vision
achievement of 201–3, 209–11
in apprenticeship training 221–5
psychological orientations of meeting
participants 66–72
question–answer adjacency pair 35–7
questions, strategic use at work 35–7
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recorded materials
advantages and limitations 24–5
collection of recorded data 26
transcription 41–4
use in EM/CA studies 24–5
use in studies of work activities 3
recorded materials analysis 26
ethnomethodological approach 5–6
range of research applications 6
sequential analysis of interactional
details 25–32
recovering organisational details, use of
transcripts 41–4
recruitment interview study
answers as objects of assessment 78–84
assessment of candidates’
achievements 79–81
assessment of quality of answers 81–4
ethnomethodological analysis of the
data 92–5
interplay between practice and
interaction 92–5
interview orthodoxy as a resource for
practice 87–9
links to the ‘practice turn’ within
organisation studies 74–5
mild interrogation by the interviewer
84–7
participant orientation to interview
orthodoxy 75–7, 87–9
power of the interviewer 90–2
previous study approaches 77
reﬂexivity between setting and
interaction 75–7
scoring of candidates’ answers 78–84
study methodology 77–8
reﬂexivity between setting and
interaction 75–7
research, applications of analysis of
recorded materials 6
retail shopping analysis
actively-avoiding-contact SUs 144
actively-seeking-contact SUs 144,
157–61
bodily conduct components of
integrated communication 164–8
bodily conduct in verbal contact
avoidance 161–3
bodily conduct in verbal contact
seeking 157–61

Index
browsing MPSUs 154–7
browsing SUs 144, 153–4
establishing and avoiding verbal
encounters 144–8
eye contact before verbal encounters
144–8
insights for sales staff training 168–9
low- and high-involvement bodily
conduct 148–52
misunderstanding of retail encounters
141–3
MPSUs (groups of shoppers) 143,
154–7
open-to-contact MPSUs 154–7
open-to-contact SUs 144, 148–52
potential economic consequences of
ﬁndings 168–9
pre-verbal encounter conduct 144–8
research approaches 140–1
shopper and salesperson involvement
148–52
shoppers being served by a currently
absent salesperson 163–4
situational basis of shoppers’ conduct
165–8
SUs (single shoppers) 143
see also speciﬁc types
traditional assumptions about retail
encounters 141–3
types of SUs 144
verbal contact-avoidance bodily
conduct 161–3
verbal contact-seeking bodily conduct
157–61
retrospective sensemaking 9
rules
control and co-operation dilemma
61–2
ethnomethodological study 19–21
local construction of 62–3
negotiation of time allowed
64–72
operation in organisations 50–2
relation to practices 50–2
resistance to 64–72
Sacks, Harvey 5–6
distinctive features of EM/CA 23
focus on mundane or routine
activities 15
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Index
‘order at all points’ dictum 15
relevance of each party’s conduct
embodied in the other 16
sequential organisation in CA 25–6
strategic use of questions at work
35–7
salesperson encounters, see retail
shopping analysis
school board meeting (Barbiegate)
analytic approach 54, 72–3
Chair’s actions to bring DT to a close
70–2
Chair’s disclaimer and imposition of
rules 61–2
Chair’s display of hearing the timer
68–70
Chair’s introduction 56–8
control and co-operation dilemma for
the Chair 61–2
conversation analysis perspective
49–50
dilemmas associated with chairing
58, 61–2
dilemmas associated with rules 61–2
discursive psychological perspective
49–50, 52–3
initial interaction between DT and
Chair 64–6
interactions that end DT’s
presentation 66–72
laughter and authority 60–1
materials available for analysis 53–4
nature of the controversy 53
negotiation of the rules concerning
time allowed 64–72
opening of DT’s presentation 64–6
physical layout of the meeting room
54–6
psychological orientations as the
presentation is ended 66–72
resistance to time constraint rules
64–72
rules and the Chair’s disclaimer 61–2
rules as constructed by the Chair 62–4
terms used to describe participants
54–6
theoretical perspectives 50–3
use of the description ‘Chair’ 54–6
selling, see auctions; retail shopping
analysis

sensemaking approach, references to
ethnomethodology 9
sequential organisation of interactions
25–32
adjacency pairs (paired actions) 27–8
analysis of recorded data 26
collection of recorded data 26
embedded nature of talk and action
26–8
evidence for claims 30–2
institutional interactions 33, 35–7
recognition and orientation by social
actors 27–8
relevance of context 28–30
strategic use at work 35–7
setting
as product of and means to create
interaction 75–7
reﬂexivity with interaction 75–7
shopping, see retail shopping analysis
situated production of stories
conversation analytic approach 100
effects of different paralinguistic and
visual conduct 111–18
functions of stories in organisations 96
inﬂuence of situation on meaning
96–7, 99–100
interactional dimensions of
storytelling 116–18
limitations of stories-as-text approach
96–100, 115–16
management guru Daniel
Goleman 96–7
storytelling as a communicative act
97–100
variety of approaches to research
97–100
skills and knowledge at work 17–19
social sciences, approach to analysis of
recorded materials 6
standard forms
changing role of front counter
employees 193–5
chronic insufﬁciency of standard
forms 185–6
co-ordinating role in activity systems
172–5, 195–7
creative methods used to make the
form work 185–6
de-coding of the instructions 186–93
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standard forms (cont.)
enabling action at a distance 172–5,
195–7
ethnomethodological studies 173
form ﬁlling as a collaborative
achievement 181–5
historical roles of written
documents 172
mundane details of the situated use of
documents 195–7
non-standard methods of description
185–93
objectives of standardisation 174–5
re-introduction of non-standard
features 185–93
role in face-to-face service
encounters 172
taking a customer order 176–81
use of annotation to make the form
work 185–6
web submission by customers 194–5
standardised forms and procedures 21
storytelling in organisations
conversation analytic approach 100
effects of different paralinguistic and
visual conduct 111–18
functions served by 96
inﬂuence of situation on meaning
96–7, 99–100
interactional dimensions 116–18
limitations of stories-as-text approach
96–100, 115–16
management guru Daniel Goleman
96–7
storytelling as a communicative act
97–100
variety of approaches to research
97–100
strategic plan creation
achievement of professional vision
201–3, 209–11

Index
approaches to research on strategy
199–201
challenges of strategic management
199–201
conceptions of the strategic plan 200
contributions of EM/CA studies to
organisation studies 213–16
ethnomethodological approach 198–9
interactional assembly of the plan
203–7
stratagem to mitigate the ‘power
effects’ of the document 211–13
strategic planning cycle 200
strategy work and practice 199–201
use of classiﬁcatory language and
coding schemes 202–3, 207–9
structural organisation, institutional
interactions 32
time constraints, negotiation of the
rules 64–72
transcription
Jeffersonian 50, 56
of organisational details 41–4
turn design, institutional interactions 33
turn-taking organisation, institutional
interactions 32, 33–5
video data, embodied properties of
work 39–41
see also recorded materials
work
delineation of subjects of work 21–3
images of 17–19
knowledge and skills 17–19
ordering of identity at work 21–3
work activity studies
analytic approach 3–4
descriptive approach 3–4
work orders, see standard forms
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